
Analysis and Themes  in The Destructors by Graham Greene  

1. Breaking and Building: 

The story is about tearing down an old house as a way for the boys to rebel against the way things 

are. It suggests that sometimes, breaking things apart can be a way of creating something new. 

2. Society Falling Apart: 

The tale reflects a time after a big war when society is changing. The old house represents the decay 

in how things used to be, and the boys' actions show a response to these changes. 

3. Rich vs. Poor: 

The boys, from a less wealthy background, rebel by destroying the house of a rich man. This hints at 

tensions between different social classes. 

4. Growing Up Too Fast: 

The boys' involvement in destructive actions symbolizes a loss of innocence. The story suggests that 

the challenges of their time make them grow up faster than usual. 

5. Who's in Charge: 

The story looks at how power works among the boys, especially with T. leading the group. It explores 

how authority and influence play out within the gang. 

6. Old vs. New: 

The old house represents the past, and breaking it down symbolizes a rejection of old ways. It 

suggests that something new can come from the remains of what's old. 

7. Chaos and Confusion: 

The boys' actions seem random and a bit crazy. This reflects a world disrupted by the aftermath of 

war, with things not making much sense. 

8. Being Your Own Person: 

Even though the boys act as a group, each one has their own ideas and motivations. This adds 

complexity to their rebellion and destruction. 

9. Planned Rebellion: 

The destruction might look wild, but it's actually a carefully planned way for the boys to protest 

against the way things are. The irony is that their chaotic actions are part of a systematic rebellion. 


